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ABSTRACT
➢Using novel data from a crowdsourcing platform for ranking stocks, 

we investigate how individuals form expectations about future stock 

returns in the cross-section.

➢when forming expectations, investors extrapolate from past returns, 

with more weight on more recent returns, especially when recent 

returns are negative.

➢The extrapolation bias is stronger among Forcerank users who arenot 

financial professionals.

➢consensus rankings negatively predict future stock returns inthe cross-

section,more so among stocks with low institutional ownership and a 

high degree of extrapolative bias.



Challenge:

➢lack of data that directly measure investors’ expectations 

on future returns of individual stocks.

Research content:

➢how individuals form their expectations about future 

returns on individual stocks;

➢how these return expectations affect asset prices.



Data and Summary Statistics
A.Forcerank platform

➢ Two main types of games

➢ the same game is repeatedly conducted every week on the platform

➢ samples:contain 293 unique stock tickers;12,798 contributions submittedby 1,045 

distinct users. 





B.Summary Statistics:



Sample characteristics:

➢large stocks;

➢Our samples gears towards growth 

stocks;

➢The contest participation of users in 

our sample is highly skewed.



Empirical Analysis Ⅰ: Expectation Formation

A.Expectations and past returns: Linear model

➢Forcerank is the week-t consensus rank based on investors’ expected 

performance of stock over week t+ 1;

➢Ri,t−s represents the lagged return



The results show:

➢individuals extrapolate past 

returns;

➢investors put higher weight on 

more recent returns;

➢extrapolation is asymmetric: it 

is stronger on the negative side.



B.Expectations and past returns: Exponential decay model

B1.assumption: 

➢ an exponential decay of weights on past returns;

➢ the two parameters to be constants .

➢ λ1:It is a scaling factor. That is, the overall extent to which individuals

respond to these past returns;

➢ λ2:This is the weight investors put on distant past returns relative to 

recent past returns 







C.Expectations and past returns: Professional vs. Non-professional



Empirical Analysis Ⅱ: Return Predictability in the Cross-section

The dependent variable:

➢ the daily stock return of week t + 1;

The explanatory variables: 

➢ the average Forcerank score, 

➢variables related to the lagged stock returns: The predicted score is computed as the 

fitted value from the nonlinear regression in Panel B of Table 3 (Column (2)). 

➢ the residual score orthogonal to past returns.  The residual of this regression is 

labeled as the residual score. 







Conclusion

➢Investors extrapolate recent past returns of individual stocks when 

forming expectations about their future returns;

➢We find a stronger extrapolation bias among users who are not financial 

professionals;

➢Consensus rankings negatively predict future stock returns in the cross-

section;

➢A ranking predicts the stock’s future return better than its past return;

➢ Combined with the fact that our sample contains mostly large stocks, 

suggests that our results are not driven by liquidity-shock-induced short-

term return reversals;

➢The residual component of the consensus rankings orthogonal to past 

stock returns also negatively predicts future returns.
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